The Grand Hotel Excelsior, Malta, is a newly reconstructed deluxe 5 star resort situated within the sixteenth century fortifications of Malta’s capital city, Valletta. The hotel embodies quality and style and commands the island’s premier waterfront location offering breath-taking sea views of Marsamxett Harbour and Manoel Island. As a member of Preferred Hotels & Resorts, the hotel delivers and exceeds expectations on a level of 5-star service excellence. All 439 deluxe rooms and suites enjoy a harmonious blend of classic and contemporary design mixed with modern 5-star convenience including WiFi and multi-channel flat screen TV. Spread over ten levels, three of which are executive floors, most of the rooms and suites experience stunning harbour views. Superb facilities include a private 30-berth marina, large outdoor and indoor swimming pools, health & beauty centre and 7 food and beverage outlets. The hotel also offers versatile conference & banqueting facilities, 13 flexible venues of over 4000m² a number of which have natural daylight, an ideal environment for business meetings, conferences and other events.
Gullet transfer to the Grand Hotel Excelsior

On arrival to Malta International Airport guests are welcomed by the Excelsior staff and transferred by luxury coach to the Valletta waterfront. nineteen historical 250-year-old warehouses, built by Grand Master Pinto at the height of the baroque period in Malta … stretching along the water’s edge and the historical Quay Wall where the Knights of St John and European merchants used to unload their wares … the Forni Stores, dating back to 1626 and constructed by Grand Master de Vilhena.

The Valletta Waterfront is also the gateway to Malta’s capital city, Valletta and the Grand Hotel Excelsior. In fact, as one of the most successful Mediterranean ports, the Port of Valletta welcomes more than half-a-million cruise passengers into this open air museum.

All this comes with an added bonus – the majestic setting within the Grand Harbour, a natural deep water port, for many thousand of years the epicentre of Malta’s maritime activity, a truly exceptional and outstanding backdrop. This transfer and the return one will be the only two times the guests will be travelling on land, as the rest of the transfers will be done by sea.
Welcome Dinner at the Bastion Terrace

During the evening we will be gathering our guests to the Bastion terrace for a welcome stand up dinner. This 16th century Bastions with a Capacity of Reception 900 Banquet, 420 with a total surface of 1055 sq. will be dressed up with fire torches and white drapes giving a fresh, summer feel.

A welcome cocktail is served on the guests arrival which can be enjoyed on one of the long tables also dressed up in white, with a fish bowl centre piece filled with pebbles.

Guests will commence to their respective tables and serve them selves from the buffet table. Dinner will commence and so do the jazz band. The contrast of other influences like Blues and Alternative are what give this band such a recognisable sound. All played on acoustic instruments, the music is based on tight harmonies, being rhythmic and energetic whilst making it fresh and elegantly innovative. A band built around the idea of a pumping night, with solid tunes from past & present that have led the way through the major radios & clubs across the globe.
Guest will be picked up from the jetty at the Grand Excelsior with Chadron P1’s and head for a fast and fun ride to St. Pauls Islands in the north of Malta. CHAUDRON is a Brand Name of boat-builders of Maltese origin with international fame. Whether one is mentioning a 41-footer Chaudron product which recorded a Certificate of Dominance for winning three consecutive Championships (2007, 2008, 2009) in the SuperSport category - 2007 Italian Roscioli Hotels; 2008 Conam Yachts and 2009 Seagull Chaudron. Guests will be dropped at Comino Island and the blue lagoon. Situated between Malta and Gozo, the smaller island of Comino is a paradise for snorkelers, divers, windsurfers and ramblers. Only 3.5 square kilometers, Comino is car-free and apart from one hotel, is virtually uninhabited. The island’s main attraction is the Blue Lagoon. In summer, this sheltered inlet of shimmering aquamarine water over white sand is very popular with day-trippers.
Comino Island Activity

Geocaching is a real world, outdoor high tech treasure hunting game. Participants use a global positioning system receiver (GPS) to seek containers called ‘geocaches’ or ‘cashes’. Guests will navigate to a specific set of GPS co-ordinates and then attempt to find the geocache (container) hidden in that location.

Geocaches (containers) vary greatly in size and appearance. In the field the guests will find everything from large, clear plastic containers to film canisters to a fake rock with a secret compartment.

In its simplest form, a cache always contains a code and a small log book for the guests to log their find and we confirm that they actually found it. Larger caches may contain a number of items (could be just some sweets). These items turn the adventure into a true treasure hunt, where the guests will have to collect an item and replace it with their team’s medal.

The group will be split into teams of 4 – 5pax and head to the trails to find the geocaches. Each team will have a booklet which will include 4 – 9 different geocaches according to the available time. Please allocate approximately 15 – 20 minutes for each cache at each location to change from one location to the next.
P1 Experience to Comino & the Blue Lagoon
Baia Beach Club is easily Malta’s top beach club destination. Against a jaw dropping backdrop of the clear blue waters of Armier and stunning views of Gozo and Comino, we channel a laid back vibe while offering unparalleled service. Stylish, chic and with a serious dose of cool we continue to attract islanders and foreigners alike.

The experience is unique. We look to create an environment that allows you to simply relax, and effortlessly enjoy the comfort, beauty and pleasure of all our facilities. Whether you’re after a family day at the beach catching crabs, a healthy lunch and early shower, or a fresh seafood lunch on the terrace with your partner accompanied by wine selected from our cellar, followed by a siesta on your comfortable lounger, or a late afternoon swim at the beach after work, followed by sunset cocktails with friends – you will leave feeling fulfilled and wanting to come back for more.

Decked out in white comfortable day beds and umbrellas, our vision is the epitome of beachside elegance. From early morning breakfast swims to long lazy lunches, sunset sessions and beyond, Baia simply offers it all.
Sailing regattas offer the opportunity to encourage team building, while participating in a challenging and exciting hands-on sailing race. Sun & Fun Water Sports has more than 20 years of experience organizing such events for corporate groups from all over the world.

The regatta team will be meeting our participants at the Hotel by the jetty where your group will be divided into teams of six. We also offer lectures on sailing prior to this event. Next, the passengers are escorted to the sailboats by speed boats. After boarding the Skippers discuss boating and safety procedures, answer passenger questions, select team positions, plot strategy, and finally guide the boats out of St George’s bay, to the predetermined starting point, usually in front of Radisson Bay Point. During the race there are several positions available for client participation: Helmsman: Take your turn at the wheel and help steer the yacht. Learn to “point” the boat as close to the wind as possible to make the boat go fast! Mainsail Trimmer: Sheets the mainsail in and out, and makes corrections to the sail that influences the vessels overall speed. Genoa Trimmer: Operates the forward, largest sail which controls the point of sail and overall speed. When you “tack” the boat, the genoa trimmers are very important persons! Timer/Tactician : Responsible to make sure the boat is at the start line at the right time. Also accountable for making sure that the point of sail other boats are on are not faster than yours! Navigator: Responsible for the layout of the race course and how their vessel follows the course in the fastest, shortest manner. Navigators make sure they know where their boat is in relationship to other sailboats. Team Mascot: The person who yells the loudest but does the least physical work. This inspiring individual is very important to overall team morale!

After the regatta race we will stop for lunch at Café Del Mar.
Sailing Regatta Challenge
A precious addition to Malta’s entertainment scene, Café del Mar Malta opened its doors in July 2013 for its first summer of music, sunset and fun. Offering stunning views of the Mediterranean Sea and St Paul’s island, Café del Mar is fast establishing itself as the place to be. Forming part of the Malta National Aquarium complex, Café del Mar is the ideal place to relax, have a swim and enjoy a drink from our variety of cocktails. You can also have a meal with an unmistakable and delightful Mediterranean flavour.

Designed by one of Malta’s foremost designers, Mark Pace, Café del Mar sits magnificently at the water’s edge. The design is all about the sea and Mediterranean sunsets. The infinity pool reaches out into the clear blue waters. The seating area and pool deck have unobstructed panoramic views of the sea. The design is simple, predominantly white to fully compliment the natural beauty of the surroundings. The central idea of the design is simple, it allures you to sit and admire the views against a backdrop of ambient and chill out music, synonymous with Café del Mar. Café del Mar is hugely famous around the world for its chill-out compilation albums which have been released annually since 1994, pioneering the chill-out genre. Special guest DJs will entertain our guests whilst enjoying the surroundings.

So come join us and enjoy the simple things in life… amazing views of the blue Mediterranean Sea, stunning sunsets, refreshing cocktails, chill-out music and great Mediterranean food.
Sunset at Café Del Mar
BBQ Dinner at Tiki Village

After this fun & active day at sea we will be having dinner at the Tiki Village at the Grand Hotel Excelsior. Welcome to Tiki Bar & Restaurant, a stunning venue, right by the water’s edge.

Alongside and beyond our large outdoor pool you can find the Tiki Bar & Restaurant. This casual Mediterranean Diner is on the very edge of the shore, giving it truly unobstructed views of the Harbour and Manoel Island. It’s the ideal spot to watch the water sports activities taking place around the city. We are pleased to offer a wide variety of barbequed dishes for you to enjoy whilst overlooking the beautiful Marsamxett Harbour. Guests can opt to stay in one of the huts or at the lounge area whilst listening to some chillout background music. We will end the night with a fire dancing show by our fire jugglers.
BBQ Dinner at Tiki Village
Cruising the Maltese Islands by Catamaran

During this cruise starting from the Hotels' Jetty we shall cruise past Valletta, Malta's Capital City, the Grand Harbour Entrance, Marsascala Bay, St. Thomas Bay, Island Bay and Peter's Pool, past Delimara Point and Marsaxlokk Bay, Malta's largest fishing village and past the Blue Grotto, giving you a view of these fascinating colourful caves. The Captain Morgan vessel also cruises past the imposing Dingli Cliffs and the little island of Filfla and past some of Malta's most popular sandy beaches.

A particular attraction is Anchor Bay. This rocky cove incorporates 'Popeye's Village', the actual set of the film 'Popeye' which was shot on location. We stop at one of the beaches Gozo Island offers as in San Blass and Ramla l-hamra also we can enjoy once again the crystal clear waters of the famous Blue Lagoon. After lunch which will be served on board we will start cruising south of the Ilasnads back to the Grand Hotel Excelsior, past Mellieha Bay and St. Paul's Island, where St. Paul was shipwrecked in 60AD, then on to Salina Bay, St. Andrew's, the casino and the picturesque St. Julian's Bay.
Cruising the Maltese Islands by Catamaran
No one person can play a symphony that takes an entire orchestra!

Enjoy a day at sea with the most amazing toys – three-men catapults! Participants are split on two boats – the Pirates and the Knights. Whilst sailing up North, both groups start preparing their ammunition for the great attack to happen near Comino Island or St. Pauls Islands, depends of course to the skippers discretion. Once we get to our destination, all the action starts, as Pirates and Knights have to throw water-filled balloons to each other with the aim of hitting the paper targets placed on the boats.

The actual day start before boarding the gullets on shore at the Grand Hotel Excelsior with a detailed briefing and team selection.

Just after, let the battle start.
We do hope you found our proposal of interest and will be looking forward to sharing our Islands with you and your clients.